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Next week, British engine and construction equipment manufacturer JCB will use its JCB Dieselmax streamliner to break the diesel land speed record at Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah. The record-breaking run will come exactly one week after the annual Superbowl speed race, Bonneville Speed Week. The current record of 235,756 has run since 1973. With
the 5.0-liter, four-cylinder JCB444SR diesel engines, the JCB444SR Stimulator will attempt to break the 300 mph barrier with two two-stage turbocharged 5.0-liter, four-cylinder JCB444LSR diesel engines. Each produces 750 hp and 1,105 lb.-ft. torque and each is driven through separate six-speed transmissions. The engines are based on the company's
4.4-litre diesel, which is built on backhoe loaders and other construction equipment in the UK. Dieselmax will be driven by RAF pilot Andy Green, who in ThrustSSC in ThrustSSC set the first supersonic world record for land speed at 763.035 mph. So why would a construction company from England chase a record of land speed? Well, according to JCB,
they want to simply demonstrate the quality and performance of the JCB444 engine on the world stage. Fair enough. Next week, find out how they did. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. More information on this and similar content can be found on the piano.io My
fishing buddy drives a Cadillac, which gives a reading of the remaining useful lifespan of oil as a percentage. He claims the car is analyzing the oil. Sounds weird to me. I think it's a one-hour meter (like on an agricultural tractor). What's the matter? Paul HustonElko, Georgia If I had your friend's Cadillac, it would be really fishy. Did you get it? Anyway, you're
actually right. Cars with oil life control don't analyze oil to check how much has degraded. Instead, they monitor the use of the engine. However, it is more complex than the hour metre, which only accompanies the time of the engine. Oil monitors shall monitor the time and other conditions that will affect the life of the oil, such as engine load, cold start, speed
and temperature. So, in theory, an oil-life monitor will require more frequent changes to oil for hard driving than for crossing highways. FOR FREE DRIVING I often wondered how to acquire new vehicles for testing. You go to the store and negotiate? Do you deal directly with the factory? You pay in cash? Do you even buy cars? Do you send an anonymous
buyer and buy the price so that what you get isn't a ringer? Do you have hotlines for the heads of the department? And how do you get rid of the car when you're done? Special arrangements for editors? Finally, if you write a critical article, will you get sadness the next time you want a car from the same manufacturer? David M. SavuIshpeming, Michigan
Ishpeming the Flathead word for Asking A Lot of Questions? Car makers provide new cars for testing to small private distributors (page One Auto, for example, coast) coast) which they then give to magazines and other media. So we're dealing not directly with Rick Wagoner at GM or Alan Mulally at Ford, but with wonderful public relations people who still
develop hives on occasion after reading elitist criticism of their companies' products. And, yes, they can get future test cars something analys if they're really on steam. In these cases, or when the car we want to inspect is not in the test fleet, we are just commsious to the fleet to rent a car or we are looking for a private owner who is enthusiastic enough about
the car to lend us his vehicle. Occasionally we get ringer cars, or vehicles that perform suspiciously better than we should or have a fit and finish, which seems unusual, but when that's the case, we try to mention our skepticism – see Patrick Bedard's April column for more on that. Not to think that every bus driver is hand-built to the specifications, though, we
occasionally get cars like our long-term 1992 Mercury Tracer LTS, which arrived in our office with incoherent seats. FUZZY MATH With all the talk about carbon dioxide emissions, I decided to take a look at my truck ('07 Chevy Colorado). I average 18.8 mpg over 24,996 miles. That means I've produced about 16,000 pounds of CO2. I burned 798 gallons of
gasoline weighing 6.3 pounds per gallon. How does 5,027 pounds of petrol burn in an exotherm way produce better than three times the weight in CO2 and still provide enough power? Ed WalkerValdosta, Georgia You forget the oxygen in the carbon dioxide that comes from the air, the engine sucks through the intake. The answer that Kafka has
www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/co2.shtml is that gasoline by mass is about 87 percent carbon. So, a gallon of gasoline has about 5.5 kg of carbon. The atomic weight of carbon is 12; atomic weight of oxygen is 16. With two oxygen atoms, CO2 alone weighs 3.7 times more than carbon, and 5.5 kilograms of carbon in a 6.3-kilogram gallon of gas makes 20.4
kilograms of CO2. IGNITION (REMIX) Why do diesels need spark plugs? And please don't say compression. Please. Andrew Harold EichersVia the Interwebs Sorry Andy: compression, compression, compression. Compressing the gas (a mixture of air and fuel in the engine) raises its temperature. The compression, which is high enough, will raise the
temperature to the automatic ignition site of the fuel on which the diesel fuel ignites when injected into the combustion of the engine without the aid of the spark plug. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more information on this and similar content at
piano.io Diesel-powered diesel engines, which is more efficient than petrol because it contains 10 per cent more energy per gallon than petrol. It is also safer than petrol because its fumes do not tenag or ignite as easily as Vapours. When they found out that exhausts from conventional diesels caused cancer, they developed clean diesel engines. Although
thousands of conventional diesel-burning vehicles are still on the road, public pressure and environmental organizations have encouraged individual states and the federal government to pass legislation and asset replacement programs to get them out of service as soon as possible. Standard diesel Much stricter diesel standards have had a huge impact on
diesel exhaust cleaning. By 2007, the sulphur fuel content was limited to 15 ppm (parts per million) compared to the previously used diesel, which had an average of just over 550 ppm. This ULSD (ultra low sulphur diesel) stems from the additional refining of the same highly sulphurous petroleum oil as before, but biodiesel fuels derived from agricultural and
dissuasive products are increasingly popular in North America. The next step is to cover the biodiezlo fuel. Standard diesel (sometimes called diesel oil) comes in two classes: Diesel #1 (or 1-D) and Diesel #2 (or 2-D). Just as gasoline is rated with its octane, diesel is rated cetane, which shows how it can ignite and how fast it burns. The higher the cetane
number, the more volatile the fuel. Most diesel vehicles use fuel with a score of 40 to 55. You won't have to worry about which type to use because all diesel car makers determine diesel #2 for normal driving conditions. Truckers use diesel #2 to carry heavy loads for long distances at sustained speeds because it is less volatile than #1 diesel and provides
greater fuel economics. Remember: Don't confuse diesel class ratings with the American Petroleum Institute (API) categories for oils used to lubricate diesel engines. Diesel fuel is also measured by its , which in doing so has its thickness and ability to flow. Diesel, like any oil at lower temperatures, is getting thicker and cloudy. In extreme conditions it can
become a gel and refuse to flow at all. Diesel #1 easier than diesel #2, making it more efficient at lower temperatures. Two types of oil can be poured, and most service stations offer diesel fuss for local weather conditions. Tip: If you plan to drive in very cold weather, choose a diesel rated at least 10 degrees lower than the coldest temperatures you expect to
meet. Consult your owner's instructions for details. Caution: Since emissions from conventional diesel have been found to be extremely toxic to humans and other living things until a safer form of this fuel develops, be careful not to inhale the fumes while pumping it into the fuel tank. (The same goes for petrol!) Tip: Diesel, which is sold at truck stops, is often
cheaper than at service stations, and the fuel is fresh. Freshness is important because diesel is easily contaminated by water vapours condensed in fuel tanks, and although it is rarely found these days in North America, America, dirty fuel may contain fungi and other microbes that can clog filters and fuel injector. If you find a station that arouses your
suspicions, look for a slimy edge on the fuel pump nozzles. Try to recharge at the bus stops on Saturday morning, when the truck's commercial action is light. Weekly evenings are the worst times to buy because reproducing a small vehicle in a crowded large platform is not easy! Biodiesel fuel biodiesel fuel extracted from agricultural materials has the
potential to provide a clean combustion alternative to the increasing consumption of oil. Rudolph Diesel's first engine was designed to be powered by peanut oil, and Henry Ford envisaged the production and distribution of biofuels as the primary fuel for transport and partnership with standard oil. However, the only type of biodiesel fuel that can be used in
vehicles in the U.S. and Canada without violating the manufacturer's warranty, B5, is a mixture of 5 percent biodiesel and 95 percent plain diesel. Most diesel engines work pretty well on blends of up to 30 per cent biodiesel. In the case of higher mixtures, the electronic fuel mapping system (ECU) of the engine control unit regulating timing, fuel/air mixture
and so on must be reprogrammed for efficient operation. The reason is that, although there is no mechanical difference between a diesel engine that works on diesel oil and a biodiesel-burning engine, biodiesel has slightly different energy and combustion properties than conventional diesel-based oil. Biodiesel vehicles in the U.S. have changed themselves
and specialty trades so they can use higher blends of biodiesel and fuel from a variety of substances. Most crop-based oils make biodiesel, and the news is full of stories about modified vehicles running on biodiesel made from French-fry oil and other restaurant fats, freshly squeezed cotton oil. But some of these oils contain compounds that can be eatened
through seals and can be submissive to go rancid if stored for too long. Also, because biodiesel is a better solvent than standard diesel, it can remove deposits in fuel lines. That sounds like a good thing, but these deposits can negotiate fuel filters and fuel injections as they move through the fuel system. Therefore, federal standards for the chemical
composition of biodiesel fuel must be available before it is available in an extended use and before automotive manufacturers allow its use under warranty in all but highly diluted quantities. This should happen very soon. Substitutes for emergencies Theoretically, diesel engines should be able to run on kerosene, some aircraft fuel, biodiesel in all mixtures
between 5 percent and 100 percent, and domestic heating oil, but the key word here is theoretical. Do not use these oils in the vehicle, except in case of emergency. The standards of refining, filtering and mixing of these oils vary greatly, and can destroy your engine, undo your and create a lot of problems for you. If low fuel consumption runs in a remote
area, look for trucking companies, food processing plants, power plants, hospitals and farms. These places tend to have diesel engines in the rooms, and some good Samaritan can take pity on you and give you something. If you absolutely can't find a diesel source as a last resort, borrow some homemade heating oil or buy some Jet-A fuel at the local
airport. Diesel mechanics consider these substitutes as rotgut whisky – it will get you there, but it's not the best thing for your system! Drive on these fuels only long enough to reach the nearest source of the appropriate fuel. From Auto Repair for Dummies, copyright © 2009 by Wiley Publishing, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana. Used by agreement with John Wiley
&amp; Sons, Inc. See full article Article
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